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The Apollo 
astronauts 
walked on 
the Moon’s 
surface for 
up to seven 
hours at a 
time.
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Each astronaut had to wear a space suit with a 
special backpack.
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There’s no oxygen in 
space so an astronaut’s 
backpack supplied him 
with oxygen to breathe 
while he worked on the 
Moon’s surface.Sample S
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On Earth their 
spacesuits and 
backpacks were 
very, very heavy 
but in space they 
weighed hardly 
anything at all!
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The spacesuit the Apollo 
astronauts wore for their 
daring walks on the Moon 
had many layers.

First they wore water-
cooled ‘long johns’ to stop 
them overheating in the 
strong sunlight.  On top 
was a special spacesuit to 
protect them from flying 
rock and the freezing cold.Sample S
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The spacesuits had to be flexible enough so that the 
astronauts could bend down to collect rocks or do 
other jobs while they were on the Moon.
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The astronaut’s 
visor was made 
from gold.

It protected the 
astronaut’s face 
from the sun. 

It also reflected 
what was infront 
of him. Sample S
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Astronauts had to practise how to walk on the 
Moon because everything is so much lighter there.

They had to think 
what to do a few steps 
ahead so that they 
could stop or turn 
without falling over.

Each stride threw up clouds of dust that settled on 
the astronaut’s boots and legs.Sample S
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The Apollo 
spacecraft were 
launched into space 
by the world’s 
biggest rocket, 
the Saturn VSaturn VSaturn VSaturn V. 

Saturn V stood 
110 metres high!
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Saturn V was made up of three rockets 
called stagesstagesstagesstages. When each stage used up 
its fuel, it fell away and the next stage 
took over.

Each Apollo 
spacecraft had a 
three-man crew. 

They lived and worked inside a tiny 
cone-shaped Command ModuleCommand ModuleCommand ModuleCommand Module.Sample S
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The Service ModuleService ModuleService ModuleService Module supplied the 
astronauts with electricity, oxygen 
and water.
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The Lunar Module landed two 
astronauts on the Moon. 
The third astronaut stayed in 
orbit in the Command Module.
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footpads

ladder

Bottom part 
used as a 

platform to 
launch top part 

when leaving 
the Moon

The Lunar ModuleThe Lunar ModuleThe Lunar ModuleThe Lunar Module
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This is a Moon Buggy. It was designed to help 
astronauts get about so they could explore more of 
the Moon’s surface.
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The Moon Buggy was called 
the Lunar RoverLunar RoverLunar RoverLunar Rover.
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It was used on the last three Apollo missions to 
the Moon.
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Aerial dish to carry the 
astronaut’s voice to Earth.

TV camera control panel

bags to 
hold rock 
samples
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Wheels covered in wire 
mesh were driven by 
electric motors and 

powered by batteries

When a guard fell 
off one of the 
wheels the 
astronaut mended 
it with tape.

At first dust stuck to 
the tape as soon as 
he started unwinding it but 
finally he managed to 
complete the job!Sample S
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The astronauts carried out experiments while they 
were on the Moon. They measured the Moon’s 
temperature and found out about moonquakes.

They also 
used special 
equipment to  
measure the 
distance 
between the 
Earth and the 
Moon.

Instrument used to measure moonquakes

Solar panels to 
make electricity 

from sunlight
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It was very 
hard for the 
astronauts to 
keep on bending 
down in their 
spacesuits so, 
when they collected Moon 
rocks, they used long 
handled tools with scoops 
or claws at the end to 
pick up rocks.

claws open and 
close to pick 

things up
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The Apollo 17 astronauts were the last to walk 
on the Moon. This photograph is of Jack Schmitt 
and Gene Cernan inside their lunar module.
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NASA hopes that astronauts will return to the 
Moon’s surface in 2018. Here are some pictures of 
what their spacecraft might look like in 2018 …….
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Four astronauts (not two) will land and walk on 
the Moon’s surface.Sample S
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The astronauts will be able to stay on the Moon 
for up to a week.
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All other 
command 
modules have 
returned to 
Earth by 
landing in 
the sea. 

In 2018 they 
will use new 
airbags to 
land ………..

on the land. Information for teachers LINK
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